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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Mississippi Power & Light Company ) Docket Nos. 50-416A
50-417A

1(Grand Gulf Nuclear Station,
Units 1 and 2) ) Construction Pemit Nos. CPPR-118

CPPR-119

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

M or enforcement offAs a result of (a) an investigation of the request

license conditions] by the Municipal Energy Agency of Mississippi ("MEAM")E2

dated May 29,1979, (b) an analysis of certain provisions in rate schedules

and interconnection and other agreements filed at the Federal Energy Regulatory

y Letter dated May 29, 1979, from Robert C. McDiannid, Attorney for MEAM,
to Harold Denton, Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (hereinafter "MEAM Enforcement Request").
The Department of Justice has advised the NRC that it supports MEAM's
request for enforcement. Letter dated November 21, 1979, from Donald L.
Flexner, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Antitrust Division, to
Harold Denton, DNRR.

2] The license conditions originated in a letter of May 22, 1973, from
Donald C. Lutken, President of Mississippi Power & Light ("MP&L"), to |

Thomas E. Kauper, then Assistant Attorney General of the United States
Department of Justice. In Mr. Lutken's letter, MP&L agreed to certain
Commitments set forth therein, which were to be attached as license
conditions to the Grand Gulf construction permits. On the basis of
MP&L's agreement, Mr. Kauper advised the NRC by letter of May 24, 1973,
that, in the Department of Justice's view, no antitrust hearing would,

be necessary in connection with the Grand Gulf construction permits.
See 38 Fed. Reg. 14877 (June 6, 1973). Construction Permits CPPR-118
and CPPR-119 for Grand Gulf Units 1 and 2 were issued on September 4,
1974, and included the Commitments agreed to by MP&L.

y The Municipal Energy Agency of Mississippi consists of the Mississippi
cities of Canton, Clarksdale, Durant, Greenwood, Itta Bena, Kosciusko,
Leland, and Yazoo City. ,
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Commission ("FERC") Y and (c) a review of the correspondence and other

documents submitted to the NRC and to the Department of Justice by both

parties, it appears that Mississippi Power & Light Company ("MP&L") and

Middle South Energy, Inc. ("MSE")S_/ have violated antitrust license condi-

tions 2, 4, 5, and 6 in Section D. of the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station (Units 1

and 2) construction permits CPPR-118 and CPPR-119 as set forth below:

4/ The relevant FERC materials are found in:

a) Docket No. ER79-582: MP&L Revised Transmission Schedule E;

b) Docket No. ER79-529: Interconnection Agreement between Missis-
sippi Power & Light Co. ("MP&L") and South Mississippi Electric
Power Agency ("SMEPA");

,

c) Docket Nos. ER78-583, ER78-584: MP&L Transmission Schedule E;

d) Docket No. ER77-478: Interconnection Agreement between MP&L
and City of Clarksdale;

e) Docket No. ER76-830: MP&L Service Schedule REA-15 and MW-15;

f) Interconnection Agreement between MP&L and City of Greenwood
(filed with the Federal Power Commission on September 19,
1975 as MP&L Rate Schedule 239.)

g) Docket Nos. ER79-529, ER79-582, ER78-583, ER78-584: Settle-
ment Agreement;

h) Docket No. ER80-261: unexecuted " Interconnection Agreement"
between MP&L and Gulf States Utilities Company dated Febru-
ary 29,1980; MEAM's Petition to Intervene.

5_/ Mississippi Power & Light Company and Middle South Energy, Inc. are co-
licensees of Grand Gulf Nuclear Station (Units 1 and 2). Both MP&L and
MSE are wholly-owned subsidiaries of Middle South Utilities, Inc., a
registered holding company. MP&L is an electric utility company and
was originally the sole owner and licensee of the Grand Gulf facility.
In 1974, MSE was organized under Arkansas law to finance and own elec-
tric generating facilities for the Middle South Utilities System. In
June 1974, MSE purchased all of MP&L's interests in Grand Gulf. How-

ever, MP&L is managing the construction and will eventually operate
the Grand Gulf facility under contractual arrangements with MSE. MP&L
has continued to represent both itself and MSE during antitrust reviews
by the NRC.

.
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I.

- Antitrust license condition number 4(a) reads as follows:

Licensees and any successor in title shall offer an opportunity to
participate in the Grand Gulf Nuclear Units and any other nuclear
generating unit (s) which they or either of them, may construct,
own and operate in the State of Mississippi, severally or jointly,
during the tenn of the instant license, or any extension or renewal
thereof, to any entity (ies) in the Western Mississippi Area by
either a reasonable ownership interest in such unit (s), or by a
contractual right to purchase a reasonable portion of the output
of such unit (s) at the cost thereof if the entity (ies) so elects.
In connection with such access, Licensees will also offer trans-
mission service as may be required for delivery of such power to
such entity (ies) on a basis that will fully compensate Licensees
for their cost. -

The NRC Staff has concluded that MP&L nas violated and continues to violate

this license condition by refusing to offer the City of Clarksdale, Louisiana,

MEAM, and MEAM's other members the opportunity to participate in Grand Gulf.
~

In particular, on August 18, 1977, MP&L infonned Clarksdale that participa-

tion in Grand Gulf would be " difficult - if not impossible."O Subsequently,

M&PL requested from the Department of Justice an interpretation of the Grand

Gulf antitrust license conditions which would explicitly " exclude Clarksdale

from such participation."7/

6] Letter dated August 18, 1977, from Donald C. Lutken, President of MP&L,
to Richard M. Webster, Jr., Mayor of Clarksdale, at p. 3.

7f Letter from. L. Peter Farkas, counsel for MP&L, to Honorable John H.
Shenefield, Assistant Attorney General, Antitrust Division, Department
of Justice, dated September 25, 1978.

.
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Presently, the only prospective participants in Grand Gulf other than MP&L

and MSE are the South Mississippi Electric Power Associac.? .n ("SMEPA") and

the West Mississippi Electric Power Association ("WMEPA"). They initially

expressed interest in Grand Gulf in February and August of 1972, respectively.

It was not until about four years later, however, that active discussions

commenced between MP&L and SMEPA and WMEPA concerning participation.8_/On

April 3,1980, MP&L submitted to the NRC an application for amendment to the

Grand Gulf construction permits to include SMEPA as co-owner to the extent

of ten percent of the total capacity of the facility.

However,'MP&L accorded different treatment to other electric utilities in

the Western Mississippi Area. Yazoo City made inquiries about participating

in Grand Gulf in March of 1973,E and Greenwood expressed an interest in

ownership in August of 1973.b Clarksdale's consultants, R. W. Beck & Co.,

requested financial data concerning Grand Gulf in December of 1976 and

inquired whether MP&L would be willing to sell ownership or unit power

participation to Clarksdale. N While MP&L has provided data to these

cities at various times, it has not actually offered them participation.

See Antitrust Infomation, Grand Gulf Nuclear Station (Units 1 and 2),8] at p.11 (submitted by MP&L to the NRC on Feb. 7,1979), (hereinafter
referred to as " Antitrust Infomation").

N ].d.
.

B ]d_.
IJ/ Id. at p.13; see also the letter dated December 8,1976, from Robert E.

Bathen of R. W. Beck and Associates, consultants for Clarksdale, to
D. C. Lutken, President of MP&L.
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Instead, MP&L has effectively refused to allow them to participate on the

grounds of the lack of active pursuit of nuclear participation by these

entities during various negotiations for interconnection agreements and the

alleged untimeliness of their requests.E

The Staff believes that MP&L has not acted within the letter or the spirit

of the antitrust license condition no. 4, which requires MP&L to offer

participation zo entities such as these cities. First of all, MP&L has not

offered participation to Clarksdale or MEAM. Secondly, regarding MP&L's

umtimeliness argument, the Staff finds unreasonable MP&L's different treat-

ment of SMEPA and WMEPA, which were granted access to Grand Gulf, and the

City of Clarksdale, which has been refused access to Grand Gulf. All three

of these entities expressed active interest in Grand Gulf during 1976.

Although SMEPA and WMEPA initially expressed interest in 1972, no serious
'

discussions took place until four years later in 1976, precisely when

Clarksdale expressed its interest in Grand Gulf. Antitrust licenst

condition 4 requires MP&L to offer an opportunity to all entities in the

Western Mississippi Area (which includes, among others, Clarksdale and MEAM)

to participate in Grand Gulf Units 1 and 2. No explicit time limitation

concerning this opportunity is written into license condition 4. While it

1may be appropriate to infer some reasonable time limitation on MP&L's obli-

gation to accept additional participation,'apd without attempting to define

that limitation, the Staff believes that, under the facts of this case

I

g Antitrust Infomation, at p.11-15; letter dated October 16,1978, from
L. Peter Farkas, counsel for MP&L, to Janet R. Urban, Esq., Department
of Justice.
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described herein, such a limitation certainly' would not be such as to relieve

MP&L of its obligation to grant access to Clarksdale and MEAM. Finally, in

Staff's view, it is not reasonable to infer any limitations which would

exclude Clarksdale, as argued by MP&L, eP.ner from other license conditions

in CPPR's 118 or 119 or from other electric utilities' construction pennits

for other nuclear plants. Accordingly, the Staff also regards Clarksdale's

and MEAM's requests for participation in Grand Gulf as timely,15/ and MP&L's

1S/ o be unreasonable. Hence, as to Clarksdale and MEAM, MP&L is inrefusal t

violation of license condition 4.1E/

II.

a

Antitrust license condition number 5(a) reads as follows:
.

Licensees shall facilitate the exchange of bulk power by trans-
mission over its transmission facilities between or among two or
more entities in the Western Mississippi Area with which it is
interconnected; and between any such entity (ies) and any entity (ies)
engaging in bulk power supply outside the Western Mississippi Area
between whose facilities Licensees' transmission lines and other
transmission lines would form a continuous electrical path, provided
that (1) permission to utilize such other transmission lines has

13/ See Antitrust Information, at p.14.

14/ August 18, 1977 letter, supra; Antitrust Information at pp.14-15; MEAM
Enforcement Request at p. 5.

'

15/ While others, such as Yazoo City, had earlier made expressions of inter-
est, the May 29, 1979 MEAM Enforcement Request did not mention any indi-
vidual members except Clarksdale and Greenwood. Hence, the Staff is
treating MEAM as acting in its representative capacity for its member
systems as well as in its own interests as a separate entity.

.,-
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been obtained, and (2) the arrangements ~ reasonably can be accommo-
dated from a functional and technical standpoint. Such transmission
shall be on tenns that fully compensate Licensees for their cos .
Any entity (ies) requesting such transmission arrangements shall
give reasonable advance notice of its (their) schedule and require-
ments. (The foregoing applies to any entity (ies) to which Licensees
may be interconnected in the future as well as those to which they
are now interconnected.)

The NRC Staff has concluded that MP&L has violated and continues to violate

this license condition by not facilitating the transmission of Lafayette,

Louisiana power from the MP&L-Gulf States Utilities interconnection near

Felps, Louisiana to the City of Clarksdale. In particular, on September 15,

1978,$ MP&L refused to provide finn transmission service to the City of

Clarksdale in connection with a request by the City dated September 8,

1978,E for transmission of 14 MW of power from the City of Lafayette,

Louisiana through the Gulf States Utilities ("GSU") system in Louisiana,

over the MP&L-GSU 500 kv interconnection, and then over MP&L's transmission
~

system to Clarksdale. MP&L stated that its refusal to transmit the Lafayette

power was based on the ground that MP&L did not have an interconnection

" agreement" with GSU. MP&L suggested that it might be able to provide

interruptible transmission service to Clarksdale if Louisiana Power and

Light Company ("LP&L"), which does have an interconnection agreement with

GSU, agreed to act as MP&L's agent. MP&L further stated that it could not

provide finn transmission service as requested by Clarksdale since MP&L had

16/ See letter dated September 15, 1978, from F.S. York, Jr., Vice-President
and Secretary of MP&L, to Richard M. Webster, Jr., Mayor of Clarksdale.

_1_7f Letter dated September 8,1978, from Richard M. Webster, Jr., of Clarks-7

|
dale to Frank S. York, Jr., of MP&L.

.
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only a-single interconnection with GSU, but that it would consider,providing

fim service if Clarksdale obtained the pemission of LP&L to backup the

- MP&L-GSU int'erconnection.E Such an arrangement would require Clarksdale

to compensate LP&L in addition to MP&L. E

License condition number 5(a) requires MP&L to " facilitate" the transmission

-of power.between entities in the Western Mississippi area "with which it is

interconnected" (emphasis added) and between any entity in the Western

- Mississippi area and any entity outside that area between whose facilities
.

MP&L's transmission lines and other's "would fom a continuous electrical

path." Thus the plain language of license condition 5(a) requires either an

" interconnection" or a " continuous electrical path," but not an interconnec-

tion " agreement." Since MP&L is interconnected with GSU, and MP&L's transmis-

sion lines, along with the transmission lines' of others, fom a continuous

- electrical path between Lafayette, Louisiana and Clarksdale via the MP&L-GSU

interconnection, it follows that MP&L's refusal to transmit the Lafayette

power to Clarksdale (and Greenwood) from the MP&L-GSU interconnection violates
,

- license condition 5(a).

- 18/ See- the September 15, 1978 letter, supra, and the following letters:
Marvin L. Carraway (Clarksdale) to Tom Dallas (MP&L) dated September 20,
1978; Donald C. Lutken (MP&L) to Richard M. Webster, Jr. (Clarksdale)

: dated September 29, 1978; Donald C. Lutken (MP&L) to Richard M. Webster,-

Jr. (Clarksdale) dated October 3,1978.

19/ See the -letter _ dated April 12, 1979, from Norris L. Stampley (MP&L) to
Harold R. 'Denton of the NRC'(MP&L's answer to Question 8, p. 4 of
attachment); the letter dated February 3,1980 from Richard M. Webster,
Jr. of Clarksdale to Jack Davey of LP&L; and the letter of February 25,

'1980, from Jack Davey to Richard M. Webster, Jr. .

.,
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The Staff further believes that MP&L's insistence on an interconnection

" agreement" with GSU as a prerequisite to transmitting the Lafayette power

toClarksdale(andGreenwood)isunreasonable.
First of all, MP&L and GSU

apparently have a " coordination agreement".E Secondly, prior to

Clarksdale's request for MP&L transmission service from the MP&L-GSU inter-

connection, MP&L apparently did not consider it necessary for MP&L and GSU

to have an interconnection agreement.E Power transfers were scheduled and

accounted for across the interconnection on a " net" basis between the Middle

South System (of which MP&L is a part) and GSU control areas.2_2]There is

no valid reason why a similar procedure could not have been utilized to
Under the" facilitate" the transmission of Lafayette power to Clarksdale.

circumstances set forth above, the Staff believes that MP&L has failed to

" facilitate the exchange of bulk power" as required by license condition

5(a).

|III.

Antitrust License condition number 6 reads as follows:

Licensees will sell power for resale to any entity (ies) in the
Western Mississippi Area now engaging in or proposing to engage in
retail distribution of electric power.

See the October 31, 1978 letter from Robert C. McDiarmid, attorney for
2_0] MEAM, to Richard M. Merriman, attorney for MP&L.

29, 1980 from Richard M. Merriman, attorneySee the letter dated February
2_1/1

for MP&L, to FERC transmitting the unexecuted " Interconnection Agreement."

_2_2/ Antitrust Infonnation, at 19.2

._. - - -
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The NRC Staff has concluded that MP&L has violated and continues to violate

this _ license condition by refusing to sell partial requirements power for

resale except at incremental costs. In particular, although MP&L has a

municipal wholesale rate (MW-15) on file at FERC for existing full-

requirements customers, MP&L refuses to sell partial requirements wholesaln

power to new customers under comparable rates. Instead, MP&L will sell

partial requirements wholesale power only under interconnection agreements

at a rate based on incremental costs, rather than the systemwide average

costs, which are the basis of schedule MW-15.2_3f

The NRC Staff believes that license condition number 6 requires MP&L to sell

" power for resale" on both a full requirements basis and on a partial require-

ments basis. Nothing in license condition 6 suggests that MP&L's obligation

to sell " power for resale" is limited to only full requirements customers.

|Neither does the Staff believe it is reasonable for MP&L to sell partial

requirements wholesale power at rates based on incremental costs. This is

clear by contrasting license condition 6 to other license conditions which f
1

traditionally do permit power sales at incremental costs. License condition )

number 2, for example, requires MP&L to sell emergency and maintenance

2_3/ See MEAM Enforcement Request at 7; MP&L's Antitrust Information at 14;
letter dated July 19, 1977 from Richard M. Webster, Jr. of Clarksdale
to Donald C. Lutken of MP&L; letter dated August 18, 1977 from Donald C.
Lutken to Richard M. Webster, Jr.; letter dated September 22, 1978 from
Robert C. McDiamid, attorney for the City of Clarksdale, to Janet Urban
of the Department of Justice; letter dated October 31, 1978, from Robert C.
McDiarmid to Richard M. Merriman, attorney for MP&L.

|
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power, and license condition number 3 requires MP&L to sell bulk power at

cost to entities engaging in or proposing to engage in generation when such

a transaction would reduce the overall costs to the parties. In addition,

license condition numk. 3 specifically applies to the opportunity to coor-

dinate in the planning of new generation. Both of these license conditions

refer to types of short-term power occasionally called " opportunity" types

of power, i.e., purchases or sales of capacity or energy that occur from

time to time as the opportunity arises and as the economics favor. Such

" opportunity" power is of ten used to coordinate and economize the planning

and operation of generation. It is generally not provided on a firm, con-

tinuous basis, and is traditionally sold at a price based on the supplier's

incremental costs.
|

1

In contrast to these license conditions, however, license condition number 6

pertains to continuous, finn power sales on a full o_r, partial requirement

basis, which power would be resold at retail to meet a system's firm loads. |

The pricing of full or partial requirements power for resale is normally

based on the seller's system average costs as opposed to the incremental

cost basis for " opportunity" types of power.

Accordingly, the Staff believes MP&L's failure to make partial requirements ,

wholesale power available on an average, systemwide cost basis is unreason-

able and constitutes a violation of license condition number 6. As noted l

above,'MP&L has a municipal wholesale rate schedule (MW-15), filed at FERC.

The Staff believes that it is reasonable to use that schedule as a basis

|

|
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for sales 'under license condition No. 6, with amendments filed as may be

necessa ry.

.

This Notice of Violation is sent to Mississippi Power and Light Company and

Middle South Energy, Inc. pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 5 2.201 of

the NRC's Rules'of Practice.

The Mississippi Power & Light Company and Middle South Energy, Inc. are

hereby required to submit to this office, within twenty (20) days of their

receipt of this Notice, a written statement or explanation in reply, includ-

ing for the above described violations: (1) admission or denial of the

alleged violations; (2) the reason for the violation, if admitted; (3) the

corrective steps which have been taken and the results achieved; (4) the

corrective steps which will be taken to avoid further violations; and (5)

the date when full compliance will be achieved. If no adequate reply is

submitted within the time specified above, the Director of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation may issue an order to show cause why the construction permits

should not be modified, suspended, or revoked, or take such other action as

may be appropriate.

SY |

Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 29th day of May , 1980.
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